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Standard Financial-statement Form for Banks
By Emanuel Saxe
The writer was recently asked by a credit officer in a prominent 
New York banking institution for a confidential opinion with 
respect to the financial standing of a prospective borrower. The 
sole source of information in this instance happened to be the cus­
tomer’s statement as submitted on the standard form provided by 
this bank for that purpose. The paucity therein of certain infor­
mation, vital to the proper survey of the situation, raised the 
question as to whether statement forms employed by similar in­
stitutions had the same fault. Accordingly, an investigation was 
attempted with rather interesting results.
About thirty-five of the larger banking institutions in the city 
cooperated in the undertaking and submitted for examination 
specimen forms of borrower’s statements, such as are at present 
employed by them. They varied in form, size and content from 
a one-page balance-sheet with a few pertinent questions to a six- 
page form replete with schedules, sub-schedules, questions, data, 
etc. In a few instances the form suggested by the federal reserve 
bank was employed, though, for the most part, with amplification.
No one statement, however, contained all the necessary infor­
mation or all the outstanding features disclosed by an inspection 
of all those received, nor did certain of these statements permit of 
a control of the business status from year to year as, for instance, 
by a reconciliation of the statement with those previously issued.
The following form (constituting a four-page leaflet, each page 
x 11"), representing a type financial-statement form (corpo­
ration), was prepared after a thorough scrutiny and study of the 
various forms received, in addition to considerable personal con­
sideration of the subject. It is offered for use with the following 
possible advantages:
1. It is a complete form that can be used as a standard statement by all 
credit grantors.
2. Together with the same statement filled out for the preceding fiscal period 
it affords an opportunity for a good desk audit of the borrower’s affairs.
3. It is so constructed as to bring to light quickly (by means of interlocking 
answers) information not accurately furnished.
4. With the use of a standard form of this type, the exchange of credit in­
formation may be more easily effected.
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